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Key Points: 
Updated Iran Comments:  

• Military engagement with Iran is primarily naval, air, and Cyber  

• Iran will want its activity to remain somewhat deniable  

• Iran is using Russia’s strategy of escalation in an effort to deescalate 
Israeli Response: 

• If Hezbollah attacks Israel, expect a significant response not only on Lebanon but also on Iran  

• The U.S. will want to temper Israel’s response 

• Israel is a wildcard 

• Israel has a limited capability to impact Iran’s nuclear programs/ambitions 
Strength of IRGC: 

• Iran’s conventional military is weak however, you can’t evaluate militaries outside of the political 
context 

• No nation wants to see a major military conflict in the Gulf 

• The IRGC is more influential and capable than Iran’s conventional military 

• Asymmetrical operations would be leveraged  
Previous Comments on Iran:  

• Sanctions are working  

• Regime change is not the Trump administration’s agenda; the issue with Iran is nukes  

• The United States’ decision to identify the IRGC as a terrorist organization is significant and unique 

• The U.S. must maintain an international coalition to apply pressure on Iran  

• Iran supports activities in Pyongyang and the pressure on Iran has the benefit of improving 
sanction results on North Korea  

• The market is finally realizing that the risk of escalation exists  

• The Trump administration’s decision to no longer offer waivers to countries wishing to purchase 
Iran’s oil increases pressure on Iran – a state sponsor of terrorism around the globe  

• After sanctions take effect, Iran will attempt to smuggle oil from its borders  

•  Nations like North Korea and China will likely oblige 

• Despite Iran’s social challenges, it chooses to use funds freed up by the JCPOA to continue 
enabling terrorist activities and organizations 

• Iran has a history of causing trouble in the Straits of Hormuz 

• The Trump administration’s decision to no longer offer waivers could provoke already tenuous 
relations with countries like Turkey and China 

• Read More Here 
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